Exhibit Hall – C & B South

Hours: Sunday: 7–9 p.m.
       Monday: 10 a.m.–6 p.m.
       Tuesday: 10 a.m.–3 p.m.

KEY:

318, 320: AAPT
315: APS
203: Arbor Scientific
306, 308: Brooks/Cole Cengage
413: Cambridge University Press
302, 304: CENCO- Sargent Welch
316: ComPadre
313: Computing in Science & Engineering
502: CPO Science
415: CRC Press/ Taylor & Francis
412: Design Simulations
506, 508: Educational Innovations
504: JHU Center for Talented Youth
205: Oxford University Press
405: PASCO scientific
303, 305: Pearson
311: Physics Enterprises
317: Physics Teacher Education Coalition
411: Physics2000.com
312: Society of Physics Students
200: Struck Innovative Systeme GmbH
410: SVS LABS
406, 408: TeachSpin, Inc.
307: Vernier Software & Technology
403: W.H. Freeman and Co.
309: W.W. Norton and Co.
310: WebAssign
201: WEINER/Plein & Baus
402, 404: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.